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Today’s technology empowers educators to move away from the traditional classroom where
teachers lead and students work independently—each doing the same thing. In 50 Things to Go
Further with Google Classroom: A Student-Centered Approach, authors and educators Alice
Keeler and Libbi Miller offer inspiration and resources to help you create a digitally rich,
engaging, student-centered environment. They show you how to tap into the power of
individualized learning that is possible with Google Classroom.

There are no razzle-dazzle gimmicks surrounding this book. . . . the author, a registered dietitian,
notes on the first page. She promises "no conflicting information, no magic combinations, no
forbidden foods." What she provides is a back-to-basics guide to the DASH diet (Dietary
Approaches to Stop Hypertension). - Time MagazineThe DASH diet is based on studies funded
by the NIH. Dietitian Heller presents the plan that will help readers who suffer from hypertension,
high cholesterol, and type 2 diabetes. Her plan supports eating a variety of good food--
especially fruits, vegetables, and whole grains--to result in weight loss and benefit one's arteries.
- Library JournalChosen by U.S. News & World Report as the best diet, healthiest diet, & best
diabetes diet. Even if your blood pressure and cholesterol are perfect and weight isn't a concern,
following DASH makes sense. Heller offers an excellent introduction, meal plans, recipes,
strategies for exercise & weight loss. - Today's Diet & Nutrition"One of the top 50 life-changing
health books." - Huffington Post"Recommended are dietary patterns that emphasize fruits,
vegetables, whole grains, low-fat dairy products, poultry, fish and nuts. . . including the DASH
eating plan " -- The American Heart Association, The American College of CardiologyAbout the
AuthorMarla Heller is a Registered Dietitian, and holds a Master of Science in Human Nutrition
and Dietetics from the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC) where she also completed doctoral
course work in public health. Marla worked as a dietitian at the University of Illinois Medical
Center in the Heart-Lung Transplant Unit, the Cardiac Intensive Care Unit, and the Cardiac Step-
Down Unit.She has taught thousands of people how to adopt the DASH diet. She was an
adjunct clinical instructor in the Department of Human Nutrition and Dietetics at UIC, Dominican
University, and National-Louis University. She taught nutrition to student chefs at the Cooking
and Hospitality Institute of Chicago. Marla was a civilian dietitian with the US Navy and worked
for the US Department of Health and Human Services.In addition to The DASH Diet Action Plan,
Marla wrote the 4-week menu plan for Win the Weight Game by Sarah, the Duchess of York. She
is a frequent featured nutrition expert for broadcast, print, and internet media. She is a
spokesperson for the Greater Midwest Affiliate of the American Heart Association, a Past-
President of the Illinois Dietetic Association, from which she was awarded the prestigious
Emerging Leader Award.Marla can be followed at dashdiet.org, facebook.com/dashdiet, and



Twitter @dashdiet.
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Create a Directions Document8. Differentiating Tasks9. Update a Post10. Ditch Worksheets11.
Stop Grading, Focus on Feedback12. Grade with Rubrics13. Side-by-Side Windows14. Share to
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Student Portfolio42. Students Share Their Learning43. Move to the Top44. Create Yearlong
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Ideas, Facts, and Projects48. Replace Homework with Engaging In-Class Activities49. Jigsaw
Activities50. Create a Student-Driven ClassroomFrequently Asked
QuestionsConclusionAcknowledgmentsMore from Dave Burgess Consulting, Inc.About the
AuthorsForewordI’ve sat in many classrooms, in rows, in desks with the attached chairs that
don’t allow you to move. Our seats were in alphabetic order, and it seemed like every year I sat
behind the tallest boy in my grade. I developed a lean to the right in order to see the board so I
wouldn’t miss the morning warm-up assignment. The first person in each row had the coveted
job, paper passer-outer. They were allowed to move. They would travel up and down the row,
handing out fresh-scented dittos and collecting rumpled homework that was pulled from the



depths of our messy backpacks.I’m sure many of you share some variation of this memory.
Considering the task at hand, this type of teaching accomplishes the goal. But I ask you now to
consider a different perspective, a different view of the task at hand. In a twenty-first-century
classroom, the expectation is for students to learn to communicate, collaborate, think critically,
and create. As teachers, we must ask whether or not the systems we have in place and lessons
we create encourage these skills. I grew up to be the teacher in the front of the room, thinking I
knew how to do this, just as I had experienced it. Until one day a mentor teacher walked into my
classroom and started asking me questions. Why did I keep traditional systems in place? How
could I shift my practice to create a classroom where students were encouraged to talk, to move,
to create, and have the time to explore curiosities?This shift, more than twenty years ago,
completely changed me as a teacher. With the support of colleagues, we focused on how we
were delivering our instruction and adapting our classrooms to match new goals rather than
following antiquated systems that didn’t allow for innovative learning. Changing classroom
practices takes the courage to try new things with the understanding that it might not work. It
requires critical thinking to resolve issues and adapt to new methods. It also demands patience,
time, and drive to continue evolving as pedagogy shifts, technology advances, and student
needs change. And fortunately for us, today there are many ways change can be accomplished
for those ready to make the shift.When Google Classroom released right before the start of
school in 2014 as a part of Google Apps for Education, it caused a shift in the way classrooms
across the globe functioned. Moving to a paperless, digital format for handing out, collecting and
grading classwork was a definite game changer for many. But was this tool capable of creating a
twenty-first century classroom? I could upload my old worksheets and “pass” them out more
efficiently, but did that enhance the level of critical thinking in my students?Alice Keeler was in on
this new approach from the start. Alice and I met as roommates at the Google Teacher Academy
in 2011. From that moment, I had a mentor and partner in helping teachers ask themselves
“why” as they shifted to digital platforms for instruction. Alice has worked with teachers across
the globe, sharing innovative approaches to using Google Classroom. Alice and her co-author
Libbi Miller created 50 Things to Do with Google Classroom with the emphasis on the “Do.” Its
popularity helped it rise to a bestseller and a desire for more ideas.And now, with 50 Things to
Go Further with Google Classroom, they offer a new book to support the work you do and the
effort you make to create environments which support twenty-first century thinking and learning
in your classroom. It’s full of new ideas and innovations gathered from working in classrooms
around the world. What a connection you now have to authors who extend beyond the pages of
a book to social media and digital outlets for collaborating when you need it most. Alice and
Libbi have created more than a how-to book; they have shared amazing answers to the “why”
you should try something new.What does your classroom look like now? Does it resemble the
ones in which you grew up? Are you ready to make the shift?Lisa Highfillco-creator of
HyperDocs and co-author of The HyperDoc HandbookThe Student-Centered
ClassroomCongratulations on your choice to embrace student-centered instruction! Just by



picking up this book, you have made a commitment to trying something different in your
classroom. The concept of student-centered learning is not new, and innovative educators have
been implementing student-centered practices for years. Your classroom may already embody
this style of teaching, or maybe you are just beginning on the path towards developing a student-
centered classroom. We applaud wherever you are on this journey. In our work with teachers and
our own efforts to develop innovative instruction, we have found that Google Classroom and the
collaborative tools of Google Apps for Education (GAfE) support a highly engaging, student-
centered environment.As classroom teachers interested in engaging our students in innovative
ways, we are all too familiar with the plight of traditional classroom structures. Students are
taught in large groups by individual teachers. They sit in rows and work independently on
assignments. Teachers are the primary sources of knowledge, and students remain passive
recipients of that information.New tools and resources are regularly introduced into classrooms,
but these tools don’t lead to changes in the structure of the classrooms. Instead, students are
still taught the same way, only now it is with the help of the latest and greatest gadget.Moving
away from the traditional classroom structure requires fundamentally changing how we think
about teaching and learning. The student-centered perspective gives us the opportunity to
fundamentally change what we do in our classrooms. These changes can begin with how we
envision the roles of the teacher and the students in student-centered classrooms. Students can
be given more responsibility for creating their own learning, and the teacher’s job can shift from
the source of knowledge to the facilitator of learning. Digital resources are key in helping make
this change happen.In a digitally rich, student-centered classroom, teachers are no longer
responsible for being the sole source of information for students. Students are able to access
unlimited amounts of details, facts, ideas, and opinions via Google and YouTube. We, as
teachers, can focus on constructing learning activities that allow students to use greater depths
of knowledge, and encouraging students to ask complex and critical questions.As teachers, it is
easy to slip back into a comfortable routine and teach the same way that we have always done.
This often means that we use new, digital tools in ways that are not innovative or different. For
example, it is possible to use Google Classroom to pass out and collect worksheets from
students or to give multiple choice tests. This neglects really changing what we do in our
classrooms, and the advantages are significantly limited.This book invites teachers to use
Google Classroom to further embrace student-centered instruction by trying something radical
in your classrooms — giving students responsibility for their learning in a digitally-rich and
engaging environment.Voices of the StudentsA student-centered classroom helps students to
find their voice and make some decisions about their learning. Students can struggle with this at
first since it is not a traditional classroom structure (). In the following section, students share
some of their ideas after being in a student centered classroom.I have come to embrace the
student-centered classroom, and it is awesome. When I first [was exposed to] this concept, I
thought it was interesting, but I didn’t pay too much attention to it. When I actually took part in a
student-centered classroom, I immediately saw some of the benefits that come with this type of



classroom model. It is different, and at first I was a bit frustrated. At the start of this course, I kept
asking myself and my classmates, “why can’t the teacher just give us a worksheet, or an
assignment for the week so we can just get it over with?” As time went on and I spent time
working collaboratively, exploring new concepts, websites, and online tools, I realized that the
only reason I was skeptical to this type of learning wasn’t because it was too challenging, but
because it was so different from any other classes that I had taken. The student-centered
classroom not only allowed me to learn the material in a much more interesting way, but it also
gave me the opportunity to share my ideas, learn new ideas from my classmates, and more
importantly, it helped me improve my communication skills.— Antonio RodriguezExpose us to
the world, but let us see through our own eyes and interpret it with our own minds. A multiple-
choice test never solved a problem. Structure has its benefits and freedom may have its
downfalls, but if we never try something new how can we expect things to ever get better?—
Katrina ConeStudent-centered learning has made me more confident within the school year. I
am generally a quiet person, but being given the chance to talk out loud and share my ideas has
helped me gain confidence throughout the entire year. School is not just about a teacher
standing in front of class going on and on about a subject; it is an opportunity to enrich a
student’s education — to not just teach a student math, science, or English, but to also teach
students life lessons such as interactions with peers.Student-centered learning allows children
to evolve in their mindsets, to go deeper than the norm, and to really dig into whatever question
is presented before them or to question another idea. We break the norm, of the teacher doing
the lecturing and most of the speaking, and instead center it on us. Not only can we express our
ideas through words, but we can also express them through various social media platforms such
as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.— Hoang-vi VuLast year, I participated in an innovation
project with my friend. The only assignment Mr. Theriault gave to us was to make a difference
and impact our community by performing some task. We love animals, so we chose to work with
Bunny Bunch to raise money for the critters. We spent some of our weekends helping out by
cleaning their cages and playing with them. This was a student-led way of learning. Mr. Theriault
only interfered to help us with our problems, and even then not giving us the solution, but helping
us get there ourselves. Some other people in our class created homeless care packages, got
democratic ASB elections at our school, or made items to raise money for a cause.— Kelsee
TranVoice of a TeacherThe way students learn is changing. Technology connects them to
limitless amounts of information from the devices most of them carry in their pockets. Students
are no longer reliant on a teacher to disseminate information. They are not tethered to a textbook
for facts. They can learn anytime and anywhere. This unprecedented connectivity to information
requires that educators reimagine the classroom.Teachers who spend their finite class time
talking at kids will find they are faced with students who are increasingly disillusioned and
disengaged. The focus must shift from teacher to student if we are going to cultivate the curiosity
and creativity they need to succeed beyond high school.Every lesson I plan begins with the
same question: “How can I put students at the center of learning?” I do not want the focus to be



on me; I want it to be on them. I don’t need to be a fountain of knowledge. Instead, I see myself
as an architect of learning experiences. I invest my creative energy into designing learning
experiences that require my students to discuss, collaborate, research, problem solve, and
make meaning with their peers. As they work, I have the opportunity (and time) to walk around
the room fielding questions and lending support.This shift from me to them has been liberating
and re-energizing. It gives my students the chance to wrestle with challenging concepts, discuss
differences of opinion, pursue their passions, and drive their own learning. Conversely, it gives
me time to connect with my students to get a better sense of where they are in their learning.The
beauty of technology is that this student-centered learning isn’t limited to a finite class period or
physical location. Students can continue to connect, collaborate and create beyond the
classroom using a wide range of tools. If educators harness the power of online tools to blend
the best aspects of online learning with face-to-face interactions, then we can truly place
students at the center of learning where they belong.— Catlin TuckerEnglish teacher, trainer,
and speaker bestselling author of Blended Learning in Grades 4-12 and Creatively Teach the
Common Core Literacy Standards with TechnologyGoogle ClassroomGoogle Classroom is part
of the Google Apps for Education (GAfE) suite. Google Classroom essentially allows teachers to
distribute assignments and announcements and collect work.For information from Google, visit
their support pages on Google Classroom:Visit the official Google Classroom training center
at:The Google Classroom team is always listening to teacher feedback and improving the
interface and features. To maintain an updated view of Google Classroom, we have created a
website to provide a tour of Google Classroom. Please visit:50 Things to Go Further with Google
Classroom1. Always Start with Google ClassroomConsistency and routine have always been an
important part of any classroom. This is even more important when technology and devices are
part of the classroom environment. Rather than waiting for the teacher to begin the class
session, students start each day by going to Google Classroom and locating the task for the day.
This reduces transition time and confusion, and contributes to students having a greater role in
the running of the class.Throughout the class session, any new information or links to be shared
can be updated in Classroom. With this consistent routine, students know to always locate the
information they need in Google Classroom. When students need to access other websites, the
links can be provided in Google Classroom as well.Go FurtherChromebook users will want to
add the Google Classroom Chrome App: This will add the Google Classroom icon to all the apps
listed on the Chromebook.Go FurtherThe Add to Google Classroom Chrome extension () was
created by Andrew Caffrey. The Chrome extension allows teachers to create an assignment or
announcement in Google Classroom with a link attachment of the current webpage that is being
viewed. From the student perspective, the Add to Google Classroom Chrome extension permits
submitting the URL of the page a students is viewing directly to an assignment.2. Use Google
Classroom with a Website or LMSWhen used in conjunction with a classroom website or
learning management system (LMS), Google Classroom works great as a tool to develop
student-centered instruction. The class does not have to revolve around the teacher, nor does



learning have to happen only inside of the classroom. Students can engage in the learning
process from anywhere.When using Google Classroom with other platforms, the function of
Google Classroom changes. Rather than starting with Google Classroom, students start by
going to the class website or LMS for directions and lesson instruction. Since Google Classroom
is a closed environment, it protects student privacy. The Google Classroom Stream is not visible
to people outside of the classroom. Because of this, Google Classroom can be used to
distribute documents and collect work that includes student information and names.The Google
Classroom description box is not a rich-text editor. This means that teachers are not able to have
bold or underlined text, or to embed videos in the description box. Utilizing a classroom website
allows lessons to be created that are visible to parents, include rich text, and have embedded
videos.The teacher can easily direct students from the website to the Google Classroom with a
link and directions such as “Go to Google Classroom and locate assignment #023. Click on the
link for the collaborative spreadsheet and find the tab with your name to add your research
notes.” It is best for teachers to have a consistent workflow and always use Google Classroom
for distributing and collecting documents.Go FurtherIn the description space for the assignment
in Google Classroom, provide procedural directions rather than assignment directions. Remind
students to click on the “Open” button in Google Classroom to locate documents you have
copied for each student, and to locate assignments’ directions on the class website or in the
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depths of our messy backpacks.I’m sure many of you share some variation of this memory.
Considering the task at hand, this type of teaching accomplishes the goal. But I ask you now to
consider a different perspective, a different view of the task at hand. In a twenty-first-century
classroom, the expectation is for students to learn to communicate, collaborate, think critically,
and create. As teachers, we must ask whether or not the systems we have in place and lessons
we create encourage these skills. I grew up to be the teacher in the front of the room, thinking I
knew how to do this, just as I had experienced it. Until one day a mentor teacher walked into my
classroom and started asking me questions. Why did I keep traditional systems in place? How
could I shift my practice to create a classroom where students were encouraged to talk, to move,
to create, and have the time to explore curiosities?This shift, more than twenty years ago,
completely changed me as a teacher. With the support of colleagues, we focused on how we
were delivering our instruction and adapting our classrooms to match new goals rather than
following antiquated systems that didn’t allow for innovative learning. Changing classroom
practices takes the courage to try new things with the understanding that it might not work. It
requires critical thinking to resolve issues and adapt to new methods. It also demands patience,
time, and drive to continue evolving as pedagogy shifts, technology advances, and student
needs change. And fortunately for us, today there are many ways change can be accomplished
for those ready to make the shift.When Google Classroom released right before the start of
school in 2014 as a part of Google Apps for Education, it caused a shift in the way classrooms
across the globe functioned. Moving to a paperless, digital format for handing out, collecting and
grading classwork was a definite game changer for many. But was this tool capable of creating a
twenty-first century classroom? I could upload my old worksheets and “pass” them out more
efficiently, but did that enhance the level of critical thinking in my students?Alice Keeler was in on
this new approach from the start. Alice and I met as roommates at the Google Teacher Academy
in 2011. From that moment, I had a mentor and partner in helping teachers ask themselves
“why” as they shifted to digital platforms for instruction. Alice has worked with teachers across
the globe, sharing innovative approaches to using Google Classroom. Alice and her co-author
Libbi Miller created 50 Things to Do with Google Classroom with the emphasis on the “Do.” Its
popularity helped it rise to a bestseller and a desire for more ideas.And now, with 50 Things to
Go Further with Google Classroom, they offer a new book to support the work you do and the
effort you make to create environments which support twenty-first century thinking and learning
in your classroom. It’s full of new ideas and innovations gathered from working in classrooms
around the world. What a connection you now have to authors who extend beyond the pages of
a book to social media and digital outlets for collaborating when you need it most. Alice and
Libbi have created more than a how-to book; they have shared amazing answers to the “why”
you should try something new.What does your classroom look like now? Does it resemble the
ones in which you grew up? Are you ready to make the shift?Lisa Highfillco-creator of
HyperDocs and co-author of The HyperDoc HandbookForewordI’ve sat in many classrooms, in
rows, in desks with the attached chairs that don’t allow you to move. Our seats were in



alphabetic order, and it seemed like every year I sat behind the tallest boy in my grade. I
developed a lean to the right in order to see the board so I wouldn’t miss the morning warm-up
assignment. The first person in each row had the coveted job, paper passer-outer. They were
allowed to move. They would travel up and down the row, handing out fresh-scented dittos and
collecting rumpled homework that was pulled from the depths of our messy backpacks.I’m sure
many of you share some variation of this memory. Considering the task at hand, this type of
teaching accomplishes the goal. But I ask you now to consider a different perspective, a different
view of the task at hand. In a twenty-first-century classroom, the expectation is for students to
learn to communicate, collaborate, think critically, and create. As teachers, we must ask whether
or not the systems we have in place and lessons we create encourage these skills. I grew up to
be the teacher in the front of the room, thinking I knew how to do this, just as I had experienced
it. Until one day a mentor teacher walked into my classroom and started asking me questions.
Why did I keep traditional systems in place? How could I shift my practice to create a classroom
where students were encouraged to talk, to move, to create, and have the time to explore
curiosities?This shift, more than twenty years ago, completely changed me as a teacher. With
the support of colleagues, we focused on how we were delivering our instruction and adapting
our classrooms to match new goals rather than following antiquated systems that didn’t allow for
innovative learning. Changing classroom practices takes the courage to try new things with the
understanding that it might not work. It requires critical thinking to resolve issues and adapt to
new methods. It also demands patience, time, and drive to continue evolving as pedagogy
shifts, technology advances, and student needs change. And fortunately for us, today there are
many ways change can be accomplished for those ready to make the shift.When Google
Classroom released right before the start of school in 2014 as a part of Google Apps for
Education, it caused a shift in the way classrooms across the globe functioned. Moving to a
paperless, digital format for handing out, collecting and grading classwork was a definite game
changer for many. But was this tool capable of creating a twenty-first century classroom? I could
upload my old worksheets and “pass” them out more efficiently, but did that enhance the level of
critical thinking in my students?Alice Keeler was in on this new approach from the start. Alice
and I met as roommates at the Google Teacher Academy in 2011. From that moment, I had a
mentor and partner in helping teachers ask themselves “why” as they shifted to digital platforms
for instruction. Alice has worked with teachers across the globe, sharing innovative approaches
to using Google Classroom. Alice and her co-author Libbi Miller created 50 Things to Do with
Google Classroom with the emphasis on the “Do.” Its popularity helped it rise to a bestseller and
a desire for more ideas.And now, with 50 Things to Go Further with Google Classroom, they
offer a new book to support the work you do and the effort you make to create environments
which support twenty-first century thinking and learning in your classroom. It’s full of new ideas
and innovations gathered from working in classrooms around the world. What a connection you
now have to authors who extend beyond the pages of a book to social media and digital outlets
for collaborating when you need it most. Alice and Libbi have created more than a how-to book;



they have shared amazing answers to the “why” you should try something new.What does your
classroom look like now? Does it resemble the ones in which you grew up? Are you ready to
make the shift?Lisa Highfillco-creator of HyperDocs and co-author of The HyperDoc
HandbookForewordI’ve sat in many classrooms, in rows, in desks with the attached chairs that
don’t allow you to move. Our seats were in alphabetic order, and it seemed like every year I sat
behind the tallest boy in my grade. I developed a lean to the right in order to see the board so I
wouldn’t miss the morning warm-up assignment. The first person in each row had the coveted
job, paper passer-outer. They were allowed to move. They would travel up and down the row,
handing out fresh-scented dittos and collecting rumpled homework that was pulled from the
depths of our messy backpacks.I’m sure many of you share some variation of this memory.
Considering the task at hand, this type of teaching accomplishes the goal. But I ask you now to
consider a different perspective, a different view of the task at hand. In a twenty-first-century
classroom, the expectation is for students to learn to communicate, collaborate, think critically,
and create. As teachers, we must ask whether or not the systems we have in place and lessons
we create encourage these skills. I grew up to be the teacher in the front of the room, thinking I
knew how to do this, just as I had experienced it. Until one day a mentor teacher walked into my
classroom and started asking me questions. Why did I keep traditional systems in place? How
could I shift my practice to create a classroom where students were encouraged to talk, to move,
to create, and have the time to explore curiosities?This shift, more than twenty years ago,
completely changed me as a teacher. With the support of colleagues, we focused on how we
were delivering our instruction and adapting our classrooms to match new goals rather than
following antiquated systems that didn’t allow for innovative learning. Changing classroom
practices takes the courage to try new things with the understanding that it might not work. It
requires critical thinking to resolve issues and adapt to new methods. It also demands patience,
time, and drive to continue evolving as pedagogy shifts, technology advances, and student
needs change. And fortunately for us, today there are many ways change can be accomplished
for those ready to make the shift.When Google Classroom released right before the start of
school in 2014 as a part of Google Apps for Education, it caused a shift in the way classrooms
across the globe functioned. Moving to a paperless, digital format for handing out, collecting and
grading classwork was a definite game changer for many. But was this tool capable of creating a
twenty-first century classroom? I could upload my old worksheets and “pass” them out more
efficiently, but did that enhance the level of critical thinking in my students?Alice Keeler was in on
this new approach from the start. Alice and I met as roommates at the Google Teacher Academy
in 2011. From that moment, I had a mentor and partner in helping teachers ask themselves
“why” as they shifted to digital platforms for instruction. Alice has worked with teachers across
the globe, sharing innovative approaches to using Google Classroom. Alice and her co-author
Libbi Miller created 50 Things to Do with Google Classroom with the emphasis on the “Do.” Its
popularity helped it rise to a bestseller and a desire for more ideas.And now, with 50 Things to
Go Further with Google Classroom, they offer a new book to support the work you do and the



effort you make to create environments which support twenty-first century thinking and learning
in your classroom. It’s full of new ideas and innovations gathered from working in classrooms
around the world. What a connection you now have to authors who extend beyond the pages of
a book to social media and digital outlets for collaborating when you need it most. Alice and
Libbi have created more than a how-to book; they have shared amazing answers to the “why”
you should try something new.What does your classroom look like now? Does it resemble the
ones in which you grew up? Are you ready to make the shift?Lisa Highfillco-creator of
HyperDocs and co-author of The HyperDoc HandbookThe Student-Centered
ClassroomCongratulations on your choice to embrace student-centered instruction! Just by
picking up this book, you have made a commitment to trying something different in your
classroom. The concept of student-centered learning is not new, and innovative educators have
been implementing student-centered practices for years. Your classroom may already embody
this style of teaching, or maybe you are just beginning on the path towards developing a student-
centered classroom. We applaud wherever you are on this journey. In our work with teachers and
our own efforts to develop innovative instruction, we have found that Google Classroom and the
collaborative tools of Google Apps for Education (GAfE) support a highly engaging, student-
centered environment.As classroom teachers interested in engaging our students in innovative
ways, we are all too familiar with the plight of traditional classroom structures. Students are
taught in large groups by individual teachers. They sit in rows and work independently on
assignments. Teachers are the primary sources of knowledge, and students remain passive
recipients of that information.New tools and resources are regularly introduced into classrooms,
but these tools don’t lead to changes in the structure of the classrooms. Instead, students are
still taught the same way, only now it is with the help of the latest and greatest gadget.Moving
away from the traditional classroom structure requires fundamentally changing how we think
about teaching and learning. The student-centered perspective gives us the opportunity to
fundamentally change what we do in our classrooms. These changes can begin with how we
envision the roles of the teacher and the students in student-centered classrooms. Students can
be given more responsibility for creating their own learning, and the teacher’s job can shift from
the source of knowledge to the facilitator of learning. Digital resources are key in helping make
this change happen.In a digitally rich, student-centered classroom, teachers are no longer
responsible for being the sole source of information for students. Students are able to access
unlimited amounts of details, facts, ideas, and opinions via Google and YouTube. We, as
teachers, can focus on constructing learning activities that allow students to use greater depths
of knowledge, and encouraging students to ask complex and critical questions.As teachers, it is
easy to slip back into a comfortable routine and teach the same way that we have always done.
This often means that we use new, digital tools in ways that are not innovative or different. For
example, it is possible to use Google Classroom to pass out and collect worksheets from
students or to give multiple choice tests. This neglects really changing what we do in our
classrooms, and the advantages are significantly limited.This book invites teachers to use



Google Classroom to further embrace student-centered instruction by trying something radical
in your classrooms — giving students responsibility for their learning in a digitally-rich and
engaging environment.The Student-Centered ClassroomCongratulations on your choice to
embrace student-centered instruction! Just by picking up this book, you have made a
commitment to trying something different in your classroom. The concept of student-centered
learning is not new, and innovative educators have been implementing student-centered
practices for years. Your classroom may already embody this style of teaching, or maybe you are
just beginning on the path towards developing a student-centered classroom. We applaud
wherever you are on this journey. In our work with teachers and our own efforts to develop
innovative instruction, we have found that Google Classroom and the collaborative tools of
Google Apps for Education (GAfE) support a highly engaging, student-centered environment.As
classroom teachers interested in engaging our students in innovative ways, we are all too
familiar with the plight of traditional classroom structures. Students are taught in large groups by
individual teachers. They sit in rows and work independently on assignments. Teachers are the
primary sources of knowledge, and students remain passive recipients of that information.New
tools and resources are regularly introduced into classrooms, but these tools don’t lead to
changes in the structure of the classrooms. Instead, students are still taught the same way, only
now it is with the help of the latest and greatest gadget.Moving away from the traditional
classroom structure requires fundamentally changing how we think about teaching and learning.
The student-centered perspective gives us the opportunity to fundamentally change what we do
in our classrooms. These changes can begin with how we envision the roles of the teacher and
the students in student-centered classrooms. Students can be given more responsibility for
creating their own learning, and the teacher’s job can shift from the source of knowledge to the
facilitator of learning. Digital resources are key in helping make this change happen.In a digitally
rich, student-centered classroom, teachers are no longer responsible for being the sole source
of information for students. Students are able to access unlimited amounts of details, facts,
ideas, and opinions via Google and YouTube. We, as teachers, can focus on constructing
learning activities that allow students to use greater depths of knowledge, and encouraging
students to ask complex and critical questions.As teachers, it is easy to slip back into a
comfortable routine and teach the same way that we have always done. This often means that
we use new, digital tools in ways that are not innovative or different. For example, it is possible to
use Google Classroom to pass out and collect worksheets from students or to give multiple
choice tests. This neglects really changing what we do in our classrooms, and the advantages
are significantly limited.This book invites teachers to use Google Classroom to further embrace
student-centered instruction by trying something radical in your classrooms — giving students
responsibility for their learning in a digitally-rich and engaging environment.The Student-
Centered ClassroomCongratulations on your choice to embrace student-centered instruction!
Just by picking up this book, you have made a commitment to trying something different in your
classroom. The concept of student-centered learning is not new, and innovative educators have



been implementing student-centered practices for years. Your classroom may already embody
this style of teaching, or maybe you are just beginning on the path towards developing a student-
centered classroom. We applaud wherever you are on this journey. In our work with teachers and
our own efforts to develop innovative instruction, we have found that Google Classroom and the
collaborative tools of Google Apps for Education (GAfE) support a highly engaging, student-
centered environment.As classroom teachers interested in engaging our students in innovative
ways, we are all too familiar with the plight of traditional classroom structures. Students are
taught in large groups by individual teachers. They sit in rows and work independently on
assignments. Teachers are the primary sources of knowledge, and students remain passive
recipients of that information.New tools and resources are regularly introduced into classrooms,
but these tools don’t lead to changes in the structure of the classrooms. Instead, students are
still taught the same way, only now it is with the help of the latest and greatest gadget.Moving
away from the traditional classroom structure requires fundamentally changing how we think
about teaching and learning. The student-centered perspective gives us the opportunity to
fundamentally change what we do in our classrooms. These changes can begin with how we
envision the roles of the teacher and the students in student-centered classrooms. Students can
be given more responsibility for creating their own learning, and the teacher’s job can shift from
the source of knowledge to the facilitator of learning. Digital resources are key in helping make
this change happen.In a digitally rich, student-centered classroom, teachers are no longer
responsible for being the sole source of information for students. Students are able to access
unlimited amounts of details, facts, ideas, and opinions via Google and YouTube. We, as
teachers, can focus on constructing learning activities that allow students to use greater depths
of knowledge, and encouraging students to ask complex and critical questions.As teachers, it is
easy to slip back into a comfortable routine and teach the same way that we have always done.
This often means that we use new, digital tools in ways that are not innovative or different. For
example, it is possible to use Google Classroom to pass out and collect worksheets from
students or to give multiple choice tests. This neglects really changing what we do in our
classrooms, and the advantages are significantly limited.This book invites teachers to use
Google Classroom to further embrace student-centered instruction by trying something radical
in your classrooms — giving students responsibility for their learning in a digitally-rich and
engaging environment.Voices of the StudentsA student-centered classroom helps students to
find their voice and make some decisions about their learning. Students can struggle with this at
first since it is not a traditional classroom structure (). In the following section, students share
some of their ideas after being in a student centered classroom.I have come to embrace the
student-centered classroom, and it is awesome. When I first [was exposed to] this concept, I
thought it was interesting, but I didn’t pay too much attention to it. When I actually took part in a
student-centered classroom, I immediately saw some of the benefits that come with this type of
classroom model. It is different, and at first I was a bit frustrated. At the start of this course, I kept
asking myself and my classmates, “why can’t the teacher just give us a worksheet, or an



assignment for the week so we can just get it over with?” As time went on and I spent time
working collaboratively, exploring new concepts, websites, and online tools, I realized that the
only reason I was skeptical to this type of learning wasn’t because it was too challenging, but
because it was so different from any other classes that I had taken. The student-centered
classroom not only allowed me to learn the material in a much more interesting way, but it also
gave me the opportunity to share my ideas, learn new ideas from my classmates, and more
importantly, it helped me improve my communication skills.— Antonio RodriguezExpose us to
the world, but let us see through our own eyes and interpret it with our own minds. A multiple-
choice test never solved a problem. Structure has its benefits and freedom may have its
downfalls, but if we never try something new how can we expect things to ever get better?—
Katrina ConeStudent-centered learning has made me more confident within the school year. I
am generally a quiet person, but being given the chance to talk out loud and share my ideas has
helped me gain confidence throughout the entire year. School is not just about a teacher
standing in front of class going on and on about a subject; it is an opportunity to enrich a
student’s education — to not just teach a student math, science, or English, but to also teach
students life lessons such as interactions with peers.Student-centered learning allows children
to evolve in their mindsets, to go deeper than the norm, and to really dig into whatever question
is presented before them or to question another idea. We break the norm, of the teacher doing
the lecturing and most of the speaking, and instead center it on us. Not only can we express our
ideas through words, but we can also express them through various social media platforms such
as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.— Hoang-vi VuLast year, I participated in an innovation
project with my friend. The only assignment Mr. Theriault gave to us was to make a difference
and impact our community by performing some task. We love animals, so we chose to work with
Bunny Bunch to raise money for the critters. We spent some of our weekends helping out by
cleaning their cages and playing with them. This was a student-led way of learning. Mr. Theriault
only interfered to help us with our problems, and even then not giving us the solution, but helping
us get there ourselves. Some other people in our class created homeless care packages, got
democratic ASB elections at our school, or made items to raise money for a cause.— Kelsee
TranVoices of the StudentsA student-centered classroom helps students to find their voice and
make some decisions about their learning. Students can struggle with this at first since it is not a
traditional classroom structure (). In the following section, students share some of their ideas
after being in a student centered classroom.I have come to embrace the student-centered
classroom, and it is awesome. When I first [was exposed to] this concept, I thought it was
interesting, but I didn’t pay too much attention to it. When I actually took part in a student-
centered classroom, I immediately saw some of the benefits that come with this type of
classroom model. It is different, and at first I was a bit frustrated. At the start of this course, I kept
asking myself and my classmates, “why can’t the teacher just give us a worksheet, or an
assignment for the week so we can just get it over with?” As time went on and I spent time
working collaboratively, exploring new concepts, websites, and online tools, I realized that the



only reason I was skeptical to this type of learning wasn’t because it was too challenging, but
because it was so different from any other classes that I had taken. The student-centered
classroom not only allowed me to learn the material in a much more interesting way, but it also
gave me the opportunity to share my ideas, learn new ideas from my classmates, and more
importantly, it helped me improve my communication skills.— Antonio RodriguezExpose us to
the world, but let us see through our own eyes and interpret it with our own minds. A multiple-
choice test never solved a problem. Structure has its benefits and freedom may have its
downfalls, but if we never try something new how can we expect things to ever get better?—
Katrina ConeStudent-centered learning has made me more confident within the school year. I
am generally a quiet person, but being given the chance to talk out loud and share my ideas has
helped me gain confidence throughout the entire year. School is not just about a teacher
standing in front of class going on and on about a subject; it is an opportunity to enrich a
student’s education — to not just teach a student math, science, or English, but to also teach
students life lessons such as interactions with peers.Student-centered learning allows children
to evolve in their mindsets, to go deeper than the norm, and to really dig into whatever question
is presented before them or to question another idea. We break the norm, of the teacher doing
the lecturing and most of the speaking, and instead center it on us. Not only can we express our
ideas through words, but we can also express them through various social media platforms such
as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.— Hoang-vi VuLast year, I participated in an innovation
project with my friend. The only assignment Mr. Theriault gave to us was to make a difference
and impact our community by performing some task. We love animals, so we chose to work with
Bunny Bunch to raise money for the critters. We spent some of our weekends helping out by
cleaning their cages and playing with them. This was a student-led way of learning. Mr. Theriault
only interfered to help us with our problems, and even then not giving us the solution, but helping
us get there ourselves. Some other people in our class created homeless care packages, got
democratic ASB elections at our school, or made items to raise money for a cause.— Kelsee
TranVoices of the StudentsA student-centered classroom helps students to find their voice and
make some decisions about their learning. Students can struggle with this at first since it is not a
traditional classroom structure (). In the following section, students share some of their ideas
after being in a student centered classroom.I have come to embrace the student-centered
classroom, and it is awesome. When I first [was exposed to] this concept, I thought it was
interesting, but I didn’t pay too much attention to it. When I actually took part in a student-
centered classroom, I immediately saw some of the benefits that come with this type of
classroom model. It is different, and at first I was a bit frustrated. At the start of this course, I kept
asking myself and my classmates, “why can’t the teacher just give us a worksheet, or an
assignment for the week so we can just get it over with?” As time went on and I spent time
working collaboratively, exploring new concepts, websites, and online tools, I realized that the
only reason I was skeptical to this type of learning wasn’t because it was too challenging, but
because it was so different from any other classes that I had taken. The student-centered



classroom not only allowed me to learn the material in a much more interesting way, but it also
gave me the opportunity to share my ideas, learn new ideas from my classmates, and more
importantly, it helped me improve my communication skills.— Antonio RodriguezExpose us to
the world, but let us see through our own eyes and interpret it with our own minds. A multiple-
choice test never solved a problem. Structure has its benefits and freedom may have its
downfalls, but if we never try something new how can we expect things to ever get better?—
Katrina ConeStudent-centered learning has made me more confident within the school year. I
am generally a quiet person, but being given the chance to talk out loud and share my ideas has
helped me gain confidence throughout the entire year. School is not just about a teacher
standing in front of class going on and on about a subject; it is an opportunity to enrich a
student’s education — to not just teach a student math, science, or English, but to also teach
students life lessons such as interactions with peers.Student-centered learning allows children
to evolve in their mindsets, to go deeper than the norm, and to really dig into whatever question
is presented before them or to question another idea. We break the norm, of the teacher doing
the lecturing and most of the speaking, and instead center it on us. Not only can we express our
ideas through words, but we can also express them through various social media platforms such
as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.— Hoang-vi VuLast year, I participated in an innovation
project with my friend. The only assignment Mr. Theriault gave to us was to make a difference
and impact our community by performing some task. We love animals, so we chose to work with
Bunny Bunch to raise money for the critters. We spent some of our weekends helping out by
cleaning their cages and playing with them. This was a student-led way of learning. Mr. Theriault
only interfered to help us with our problems, and even then not giving us the solution, but helping
us get there ourselves. Some other people in our class created homeless care packages, got
democratic ASB elections at our school, or made items to raise money for a cause.— Kelsee
TranVoice of a TeacherThe way students learn is changing. Technology connects them to
limitless amounts of information from the devices most of them carry in their pockets. Students
are no longer reliant on a teacher to disseminate information. They are not tethered to a textbook
for facts. They can learn anytime and anywhere. This unprecedented connectivity to information
requires that educators reimagine the classroom.Teachers who spend their finite class time
talking at kids will find they are faced with students who are increasingly disillusioned and
disengaged. The focus must shift from teacher to student if we are going to cultivate the curiosity
and creativity they need to succeed beyond high school.Every lesson I plan begins with the
same question: “How can I put students at the center of learning?” I do not want the focus to be
on me; I want it to be on them. I don’t need to be a fountain of knowledge. Instead, I see myself
as an architect of learning experiences. I invest my creative energy into designing learning
experiences that require my students to discuss, collaborate, research, problem solve, and
make meaning with their peers. As they work, I have the opportunity (and time) to walk around
the room fielding questions and lending support.This shift from me to them has been liberating
and re-energizing. It gives my students the chance to wrestle with challenging concepts, discuss



differences of opinion, pursue their passions, and drive their own learning. Conversely, it gives
me time to connect with my students to get a better sense of where they are in their learning.The
beauty of technology is that this student-centered learning isn’t limited to a finite class period or
physical location. Students can continue to connect, collaborate and create beyond the
classroom using a wide range of tools. If educators harness the power of online tools to blend
the best aspects of online learning with face-to-face interactions, then we can truly place
students at the center of learning where they belong.— Catlin TuckerEnglish teacher, trainer,
and speaker bestselling author of Blended Learning in Grades 4-12 and Creatively Teach the
Common Core Literacy Standards with TechnologyVoice of a TeacherThe way students learn is
changing. Technology connects them to limitless amounts of information from the devices most
of them carry in their pockets. Students are no longer reliant on a teacher to disseminate
information. They are not tethered to a textbook for facts. They can learn anytime and anywhere.
This unprecedented connectivity to information requires that educators reimagine the
classroom.Teachers who spend their finite class time talking at kids will find they are faced with
students who are increasingly disillusioned and disengaged. The focus must shift from teacher
to student if we are going to cultivate the curiosity and creativity they need to succeed beyond
high school.Every lesson I plan begins with the same question: “How can I put students at the
center of learning?” I do not want the focus to be on me; I want it to be on them. I don’t need to
be a fountain of knowledge. Instead, I see myself as an architect of learning experiences. I invest
my creative energy into designing learning experiences that require my students to discuss,
collaborate, research, problem solve, and make meaning with their peers. As they work, I have
the opportunity (and time) to walk around the room fielding questions and lending support.This
shift from me to them has been liberating and re-energizing. It gives my students the chance to
wrestle with challenging concepts, discuss differences of opinion, pursue their passions, and
drive their own learning. Conversely, it gives me time to connect with my students to get a better
sense of where they are in their learning.The beauty of technology is that this student-centered
learning isn’t limited to a finite class period or physical location. Students can continue to
connect, collaborate and create beyond the classroom using a wide range of tools. If educators
harness the power of online tools to blend the best aspects of online learning with face-to-face
interactions, then we can truly place students at the center of learning where they belong.—
Catlin TuckerEnglish teacher, trainer, and speaker bestselling author of Blended Learning in
Grades 4-12 and Creatively Teach the Common Core Literacy Standards with
TechnologyEnglish teacher, trainer, and speaker bestselling author of Blended Learning in
Grades 4-12 and Creatively Teach the Common Core Literacy Standards with
TechnologyGoogle ClassroomGoogle Classroom is part of the Google Apps for Education
(GAfE) suite. Google Classroom essentially allows teachers to distribute assignments and
announcements and collect work.For information from Google, visit their support pages on
Google Classroom:Visit the official Google Classroom training center at:The Google Classroom
team is always listening to teacher feedback and improving the interface and features. To



maintain an updated view of Google Classroom, we have created a website to provide a tour of
Google Classroom. Please visit:Google ClassroomGoogle Classroom is part of the Google
Apps for Education (GAfE) suite. Google Classroom essentially allows teachers to distribute
assignments and announcements and collect work.For information from Google, visit their
support pages on Google Classroom:Visit the official Google Classroom training center at:The
Google Classroom team is always listening to teacher feedback and improving the interface and
features. To maintain an updated view of Google Classroom, we have created a website to
provide a tour of Google Classroom. Please visit:Google ClassroomGoogle Classroom is part of
the Google Apps for Education (GAfE) suite. Google Classroom essentially allows teachers to
distribute assignments and announcements and collect work.For information from Google, visit
their support pages on Google Classroom:Visit the official Google Classroom training center
at:The Google Classroom team is always listening to teacher feedback and improving the
interface and features. To maintain an updated view of Google Classroom, we have created a
website to provide a tour of Google Classroom. Please visit:50 Things to Go Further with Google
Classroom1. Always Start with Google ClassroomConsistency and routine have always been an
important part of any classroom. This is even more important when technology and devices are
part of the classroom environment. Rather than waiting for the teacher to begin the class
session, students start each day by going to Google Classroom and locating the task for the day.
This reduces transition time and confusion, and contributes to students having a greater role in
the running of the class.Throughout the class session, any new information or links to be shared
can be updated in Classroom. With this consistent routine, students know to always locate the
information they need in Google Classroom. When students need to access other websites, the
links can be provided in Google Classroom as well.50 Things to Go Further with Google
Classroom1. Always Start with Google ClassroomConsistency and routine have always been an
important part of any classroom. This is even more important when technology and devices are
part of the classroom environment. Rather than waiting for the teacher to begin the class
session, students start each day by going to Google Classroom and locating the task for the day.
This reduces transition time and confusion, and contributes to students having a greater role in
the running of the class.Throughout the class session, any new information or links to be shared
can be updated in Classroom. With this consistent routine, students know to always locate the
information they need in Google Classroom. When students need to access other websites, the
links can be provided in Google Classroom as well.50 Things to Go Further with Google
Classroom1. Always Start with Google ClassroomConsistency and routine have always been an
important part of any classroom. This is even more important when technology and devices are
part of the classroom environment. Rather than waiting for the teacher to begin the class
session, students start each day by going to Google Classroom and locating the task for the day.
This reduces transition time and confusion, and contributes to students having a greater role in
the running of the class.Throughout the class session, any new information or links to be shared
can be updated in Classroom. With this consistent routine, students know to always locate the



information they need in Google Classroom. When students need to access other websites, the
links can be provided in Google Classroom as well.Go FurtherChromebook users will want to
add the Google Classroom Chrome App: This will add the Google Classroom icon to all the apps
listed on the Chromebook.Go FurtherChromebook users will want to add the Google Classroom
Chrome App: This will add the Google Classroom icon to all the apps listed on the
Chromebook.Go FurtherChromebook users will want to add the Google Classroom Chrome
App: This will add the Google Classroom icon to all the apps listed on the Chromebook.Go
FurtherThe Add to Google Classroom Chrome extension () was created by Andrew Caffrey. The
Chrome extension allows teachers to create an assignment or announcement in Google
Classroom with a link attachment of the current webpage that is being viewed. From the student
perspective, the Add to Google Classroom Chrome extension permits submitting the URL of the
page a students is viewing directly to an assignment.Go FurtherThe Add to Google Classroom
Chrome extension () was created by Andrew Caffrey. The Chrome extension allows teachers to
create an assignment or announcement in Google Classroom with a link attachment of the
current webpage that is being viewed. From the student perspective, the Add to Google
Classroom Chrome extension permits submitting the URL of the page a students is viewing
directly to an assignment.Go FurtherThe Add to Google Classroom Chrome extension () was
created by Andrew Caffrey. The Chrome extension allows teachers to create an assignment or
announcement in Google Classroom with a link attachment of the current webpage that is being
viewed. From the student perspective, the Add to Google Classroom Chrome extension permits
submitting the URL of the page a students is viewing directly to an assignment.2. Use Google
Classroom with a Website or LMSWhen used in conjunction with a classroom website or
learning management system (LMS), Google Classroom works great as a tool to develop
student-centered instruction. The class does not have to revolve around the teacher, nor does
learning have to happen only inside of the classroom. Students can engage in the learning
process from anywhere.When using Google Classroom with other platforms, the function of
Google Classroom changes. Rather than starting with Google Classroom, students start by
going to the class website or LMS for directions and lesson instruction. Since Google Classroom
is a closed environment, it protects student privacy. The Google Classroom Stream is not visible
to people outside of the classroom. Because of this, Google Classroom can be used to
distribute documents and collect work that includes student information and names.The Google
Classroom description box is not a rich-text editor. This means that teachers are not able to have
bold or underlined text, or to embed videos in the description box. Utilizing a classroom website
allows lessons to be created that are visible to parents, include rich text, and have embedded
videos.The teacher can easily direct students from the website to the Google Classroom with a
link and directions such as “Go to Google Classroom and locate assignment #023. Click on the
link for the collaborative spreadsheet and find the tab with your name to add your research
notes.” It is best for teachers to have a consistent workflow and always use Google Classroom
for distributing and collecting documents.2. Use Google Classroom with a Website or LMSWhen
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Classroom, provide procedural directions rather than assignment directions. Remind students to
click on the “Open” button in Google Classroom to locate documents you have copied for each
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Teacher in California, “Good for newbies and experienced educators. This was extremely helpful
during quarantine distance learning. I have a master’s degree in educational technology and I
thought I was a pro at Google Classroom. I learned so much from this book. I also gave it to my
student teacher who was a novice and she found it easy to understand and helpfulZ”

Shep, “Read This & See What’s Possible in Google. Classroom. Reading this book has given me
many new ways to more effectively use Google Classroom. Helping me beyond get merely
scratching the surface of what it can do. You might not want or not need everything, but the
things you do want to use will be clearly described and easily implemented. I’ve been teaching
for a long time, but as I get more and more into using Google Classroom, I can see myself
staying long than planned.”

K R Chichester, “"Why didn't I think of that?". I own both books in this series and find that they
make using Google Classroom so much easier. Every time I look through the book, I discover
something new. I have had many "Why didn't I think of that?" moments reading this book. Her
style is engaging and clear. I hope she writes another one as Google keeps adding features. I
recommend both books in this series lead professional learning sessions about Google
Classroom.”

Bleumel, “Bookmarking like crazy--50 Things Further. What makes this follow-up book better
than the first? Actual examples/samples that one can copy and use. I used the first book (50
Things you can do with Google Classroom) to set up my own Classroom, and it was okay. But
this book extends what one can do in Classroom. 50 Things Further along with 
  
The HyperDoc Handbook: Digital Lesson Design Using Google Apps

  
  
     are part of my toolkit for the coming school year!”

Doug Hinkle, “Awesome tools!. The ideas and tools set forth in this book have provided me with
a fantastic starting point for jumping into and using Google Classroom this fall. The great thing



is that I can refer back to it again and again and get new inspiration or a new take on an old
task.Even if you have never used Google Classroom before (like me), the tips and tricks here are
sure to inspire!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great little book that can fit in any bag and .... Anything this gal writes is
spot on when it comes to Google. Great little book that can fit in any bag and easily handy when
needed. I have purchased both of her books and highly recommend if you are a big Google user
in the classroom. Great ideas and examples for teachers and other support staff.”

N. Thomas, “Must-read for teachers new to Google Classroom!. This is my first year using
Google Classroom, and the advice in this book has been extremely helpful. I discovered a lot of
things that I wouldn't have been aware of otherwise. It's been an invaluable resource for setting
up Google Classroom on my own and using it to manage almost every aspect of my class.”

Paul Robinson, “Great ideas for Teachers using Google Classroom. Been using Google
classroom since it was released in the UK, this book has given me some fantastic ideas to
improve how I use it. Looking forward to trying out some of these ideas and adapting my current
units of work to make them more student focussed.”

Arth Su@s, “Recurso indispensable para maestros que usan Google Classroom. En definitiva es
un recurso invaluable. Ayuda a los maestros a migrar hacia un modelo de aprendizaje-
enseñanza centrado en el alumno, apoyándose en el ecosistema de Google.”

Sonya De Naeyer-Louzon, “Awesome!. Awesome! A quick easy read. Full of great ideas of how
to go further with Google Classroom. I purchased the first book last year, and implemented so
many of the ideas in my class. It made my life so much easier, and my teaching so much better.
Now I can't wait to try out some of these great new ideas this year. As a side, I also really
appreciated all of the "short cuts" included. Definitely my best buy/read this summer! If you are a
teacher looking to move toward a student centered classroom, this is a fabulous place to start.”

dannymaas, “Pedagogy-Driven and Builds on Google's Strengths. If you want to shift your
teaching to be more student-driven and you have Google for Education in your district, this is the
book for you! This is an easy read, has clear and specific teaching and technical strategies, and
includes so many invaluable templates you can copy. Amazing!”

The book by Libbi Miller has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 215 people have provided feedback.
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